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MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRMAN
As some of you are aware, I made a winter Camino over the recent Christmas
period. This was very much a solitary journey. There were few pilgrims on the
road, perhaps a dozen or so initially, increasing to about 30 by the time I got to
Galicia. On my first night, at St Jean-Pied-de-Port, I shared the albergue with
an Englishman, a South American, 2 Italians, 2 Koreans, as well as 6 Australians
from Darwin. Along the way I continued to meet numerous Italians and many
Koreans. But I also met more Australians at various points along the way, Jill
(from Victoria) whom I had arranged to meet in Burgos before I left, being one.
With so few pilgrims on the road I often walked for days on end without meeting
anyone. With six weeks to complete the journey from St Jean to Santiago I could
take my time, though my days were governed by what accommodation was available. Being winter, many places were closed and often there was no choice as to
where I could stay. I was blessed with a couple of weeks of mostly fine weather
initially, though it was still very cold. The path was often frozen, making it easy
to walk on the mud! A couple of months later and I suspect it would be a different story. Galicia though turned on the tap! Here the water just poured out of
the hillsides. The paths turned to streams, and there were waterfalls coming out
of the paddocks where the waterlogged soil could no longer hold the moisture.
As I wandered along the way, I was struck by something that I hadn’t ever really
considered before. I often reflect on how fortunate/lucky I am to be able to
walk the Camino, but I have never thought of how privileged we are to walk it.
It is a privilege for us to have time to walk it. The long holidays we get here in
Australia, along with luxuries like long service leave for many, helping considerably. Due to the immense distance we do take a long time to get to our starting
points wherever they may be but, as a general rule, we also take longer to walk
than many people from other countries. Most people I talked to were rushing so
they could walk it in 30 days or so because that was all the holidays they had.
We are privileged to be able to afford the considerable cost of getting to the
Camino, and above all that the people of Spain, and the other countries we walk
through, allow us to do so with such freedom. These people allow us to traipse
through their towns and villages, past their front door, often within touching
distance, and they still have the grace to call out Buen Camino as we pass by.
They feed us and provide a bed and hot water for us. Yes, we are helping them
economically, and there is no doubt that the Camino has made a huge financial
difference to the people who live along it, but it doesn’t take away from the
fact that we are indeed privileged to have the time, money and health to be
able to follow this journey in the huge numbers that do. If you are one of the
fortunate and privileged ones planning to make a Camino this year, may it be all
that you desire. If you, like me, have just completed a Camino, may the memories of it strengthen and encourage you as you go about your daily activities.
Buen Camino!
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)
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Cover photo: See article
‘A horse Camino’ (pp.4-7)
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Photo collage: Janet’s Winter Camino: Camino Francés, Dec’12-Jan’13
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PILGRIM GATHERINGS & DIARY DATES!
There are several pilgrim groups now around Australia where you can get your
Camino ‘fix’ and catch up with other pilgrims: past, present and future. We encourage you to attend and also let us know of other groups.
SYDNEY

(NB: replace * with
@ to avoid spam)

‘Pilgrims in Sydney’ is an informal support group for Camino pilgrims. All
prospective and returned pilgrims are most welcome. Our group meets monthly
and aims to provide a vehicle for support and planning of pilgrimages. Returned
pilgrims have walked to Santiago de Compostela along many of the pilgrim
routes in France, Portugal and Spain. Returned pilgrims have walked to Santiago
de Compostela along many of the pilgrim routes in France, Portugal and Spain.
Meetings are held at 7pm on the 1st Wednesday (odd months) and at noon
on the 1st Saturday (even months).
Dates for 2014: 7pm Wednesdays 7 May, 2 July, 3 Sep, 5 Nov.
12Noon: Saturdays 5 April, 7 June, 2 August, 4 Oct, 6 Dec.
Contact: http://www.pilgrimsinsydney.org
or email Julie*pilgrimsinsydney.org
SUNSHINE COAST
This large group meets bi-monthly, usually in a park
(afternoons). The venue (weather permitting) is Cotton
Tree Park, Maroochydore (opposite 2nd Avenue and follow
the yellow arrows!). The gatherings start at 1pm - BYO
chair, food & refreshment. Occasionally the group meets
elsewhere as well. Forthcoming dates for 2014:
16 March, 18 May, 20 July, 14 Sep & 9 Nov.
Contact: Llew Pointon: llewp*tpg.com.au
Russell Sturgess: russellsturgess*me.com
PERTH
The WA Camino group meets on an informal basis at Frasers
Café in Kings Park, on Sundays at 9am. For future meetings, contact:
Heather Patrick hpatrick*iinet.net.au Ph: (08) 94986951
MELBOURNE
Two groups of Caminoites meet in Melbourne.
1. Garis Alexander garis.alexander*gmail.com convenes the original group which
meets on the last Friday of each month. They enjoy dinner together at a range of
different places.
2. For information on the newest group, started by Joanne Cashman, see the
website www.meetup.com/Camino-Connections
Dante defined a pilgrim as one “who travels to and from St James at Compostela”
AFotC Newsletter #8 March 2014
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CANBERRA
The Canberra Friends of the Camino de Santiago meets monthly at 3pm at the
Spanish Australian Club of Canberra, 5 Narupai Place, Narrabundah, ACT.
Future 2014 meeting dates:
19 April, 17 May, 21 June,19 July,16 Aug, 20 Sep, 18 Oct, 15 Nov, 20 Dec.
Contact: canberracamino*gmail.com or Doug Fitzgerald dougfitz*mail.com
ADELAIDE
The SA group meets regularly at Highgate, Adelaide, in the Rosefield Uniting
Church Hall, on either Saturday or Sunday afternoons. There is usually a speaker
or theme, and plenty of time to catch up on Camino news.
Future meetings for 2014:
5 April, 1 June, 26 July (St James’ Day meeting—evening), 14 Sept & 22 Nov.
Contact Janet Leitch: magpiejl*chariot.net.au
FACEBOOK PAGE
A Facebook page, Australian Pilgrims on the Camino de Santiago de
Compostela, has been created by Susan Morris (WA).
FROM THE PILGRIMS’ OFFICE IN SANTIAGO
Johnny Walker has informed us that the Pilgrims' Office is offering two new
services which are bound to be popular.
Certificate of Distance
In addition to the traditional Compostela and Certificate of Welcome, which are
still issued on a donativo basis, the Pilgrims' Office is now offering a Certificate
of Distance. This new certificate has been produced in response to requests
from pilgrims. It records the route which the pilgrim walked, the starting point,
the amount of kilometres and the date of arrival in Santiago. The cost is 3€.
New Service for Organised Groups
The Pilgrims' Office is offering to prepare Compostelas and Certificates in
advance for organised groups so that they can avoid waiting in the queue at the
Pilgrims' Office. If anyone wishes to use this service the group leader should
email the Pilgrims' Office and they will be sent a form to fill in on behalf of the
pilgrims in the group. The Compostelas/Certificates will be ready for them
on arrival. In addition to this the Pilgrims' Office will also issue a certificate in the name of the group as a
whole and will arrange to have the
group welcomed by name at the beginning of the Pilgrims' Mass. This is a
free service and donations are invited
for the Compostela/Certificates.
http://www.johnniewalkersantiago.blogspot.com
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UN CAMINO DE SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA A CABALLO, MAY 2013
(A ‘HORSE CAMINO)
I made this, my first Camino, an
act of penance and of gratitude.
It was a spiritual and religious
pilgrimage for me.
In October 2008 I had a bowel cancer
removed, with apparently no spread.
In December 2011 I grew a large metastasis in the right lung and had R
lung lobectomy. This was followed in
March 2012 by another growth, this
time in the right cerebellum (the
part of the brain that controls bal- Another version of the famous ’shadow’ picture!
ance and coordination). This was
removed and then I had more recurrent tumours, back in the lungs. I was given
7-8 months of chemotherapy as well as lots of radiotherapy. I felt terrible after
this, but I was alive!
I knew I could not walk the Camino, but would be allowed to ride, so long as I
covered at least 100km. In December 2012 I went for weekly riding lessons in
preparation, having established that if I could see, I could balance quite well –
the dark or low lighting was another matter!
My sister and brother-in-law (Penny and David) walked the trail while I rode with
2 or 3 others from O Cebreiro to Santiago. This was 150km (covered over the
space of 5 days), but the riders went quite a bit further; as we were moving
faster we could take detours to the tops of some of the mountains, so we easily
covered the required 100km for the coveted Credencial. I found that being on
horseback gave me a wonderful view of the surrounding countryside and a
greater appreciation of the enormity of our commitment to this pilgrimage.
Horses and gorse!
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We were met by Marcelino, tour
leader and a Knight of the Order of
the Camino de Santiago - a title
given in recognition of over 25
years of service to pilgrims on the
Camino. He was accompanied by
his jovial assistant, Rafa. With
them was a very handsome Spanish
lady called Pilar. She looked magnificent on horseback and over the
Camino taught me a lot about
horsemanship. I am, after all, a
beginner even though I had ridden
a little as a child and adolescent.
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Our first night was in O
Cebreiro, an ancient village
of, apparently, Celtic origin.
Although there are Celtic
influences visible throughout
Galicia, the local language,
Gallego, is a cross between
Spanish and Portuguese. Spanish, proper, is spoken by all.
As my knowledge of Spanish is
pretty basic, to communicate
with the others I was dependent on Pilar’s fair command of
English and translations from
Penny and David.
My horse was called ‘Flecha’ (arrow in
Spanish), but I should not have worried;
she was tame and did not put me into
difficulties or frighten me. I did not fall
off, either!
Mostly the Camino was at the ‘walk’, but
from time to time Flecha allowed me to
canter and even gallop. She had no difficulty with some of the steep and rocky
parts of the trail, and made the difficulties I was experiencing minimal.

Top: Fording yet another river, and
(bottom) riding through another village

A persistent memory of the ride was the
bitter cold. I had forgotten that it was still
Spring and that we were at fairly high
altitude. I should have packed more than t
-shirts and shorts. No jumpers or anoraks,
but Marcelino and Pilar lent me some full
weather gear to help.

Each day of the pilgrimage was more or less the same. We had breakfast where
we had lodged overnight and set off before 9am. The first section was 3 to 4
hours on the trail, then a stop for a coffee and a nibbly. After the break another
couple of hours riding followed by a more substantial break of 2 hours for a proper lunch. After this a further ride of a few hours, then shower and change of
clothing. Unfortunately the Spanish have their evening meal very late by
Australian standards – the earliest they offered it was about 8.30. I found that
eating a large meal so late in the evening prevented me from sleeping that well,
but overall the food was very good and usually something I’d not eaten before,
so I enjoyed the meal breaks. Except on one occasion when the only food was a
variety of octopus. My stomach rebelled at this!
Page 9
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One of the difficulties for someone arranging a pilgrimage on
horseback is managing the
accommodation for the horses.
With over 25 years’ experience
Marcelino has secured the goodwill of several establishments
and, having been unsaddled and
groomed, the horses were either
left happily in a nearby field
(with the consent of the farmer)
or in a stable. For the coffee and
lunch breaks they could be tethered alongside the bar or cafeteria, where they attracted a lot of
attention from our fellow
pilgrims.
Although the trek was very cold,
as the day wore on the temperature rose a bit and the exercise
warmed us all. We still needed
protection from the wind and, on
the final day, from the rain.
Some of the way points were
fascinating; Portomarín was on
the edge of a man-made dam.
Before the valley was flooded,
Above: En route to Alto de Poyo, and
the villagers dismantled the
(Bottom) we made it there!
Knights Templars’ redoubt stone
by stone, moved it 300 meters up the hill and reassembled it. Their markings on
these stones are still visible, and the fortress towers magnificently over the valley once again.
Although we saw many magnificent buildings, such as the massive monastery at
Samos, I was most taken by the small slate built chapels along the way. They
were all very humble structures and dark, cool. The only ornamentation was a
simple altar, a crucifix and statues of the Blessed Virgin and Santiago, with little
else. I could easily imagine myself alongside pilgrims of centuries ago. Kneeling
in the same place and saying the same prayers, walking (riding) exactly the same
Camino with the same sense of devotion to the Pilgrimage. It was very humbling
and an antithesis to the ready-made disposable world of today. I used the silence
of the ride for meditation, relaxing into the rhythm of the horse.
The other buildings which caught our collective interest were stone structures, 8
or 9 feet long, sometimes larger. They were raised a couple of feet from the
ground by small stone piers. We (the English group) all thought they were family
AFotC Newsletter #8 March 2014
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ossuaries, and were disappointed to find that they are called ‘horreos’ and were
used as rat-proof grain depositories!
We finally arrived at Santiago, and I for one was on the verge of tears – of
gratitude. Few of my friends, knowing about my cerebellar tumour, thought that
I would complete even this shortened version of the Camino. I am a very
fortunate man.
Santiago Cathedral was an outrageous Baroque confection with gold everywhere
and two cathedral organs, facing each other. I was sorry not to hear the organs
in full voice. After the severely monastic chapels seen en route, the Cathedral
seemed a bit over the top and perhaps a little vulgar.
As this was a religious pilgrimage, I wanted to confess to a priest, but the very
ancient priest I found would only hear my confession in either Spanish or, better,
Gallego. I offered him several European languages, including Latin (which I
hoped he would not accept!), but he stuck to his guns. Fortunately I was able to
find another, more cooperative priest, so I am now shriven and am the very
proud possessor of a credencial.
I am grateful for the encouragement and support of the Friends of the Camino,
and would very much like to undertake another one.
Richard Wingate (NSW)
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A very weary Richard at the end of his Camino
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WINCHESTER TO SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA (continued from #7)
PART II: MONT-ST-MICHEL to ROYAN: VOIE DES CAPITALES
Tuesday May 7 [2013] is overcast but
much warmer than yesterday. After an
excellent breakfast I head down the
road towards Pontorson. There is
supposed to be an off-road GR, but I
can’t see any waymarks. They may
have been obliterated by construction
works.
At Pontorson I visit the tourist office.
The officer tries to book me into an
Goodbye to the Mont!
hotel in Tremblay, but it is complet. I am warned that
Easter school holidays are still on in parts of France, including Paris, and I might
have some difficulties between now and Sunday. Fortunately there is a pilgrim
refuge, abri de pèlerins, in Antrain. I am given a map of the town showing the
way to the GR which is mostly a former railway line which has been surfaced. A
pleasant 11km to Antrain; I even take my jacket off for the first time.
I am to pick up the key for the refuge from the town hall, which is closed when I
arrive, so I find the bar restaurant, L’Embuscade, run by a very friendly couple
and with equally friendly locals who look like they have just come off the set of
the movie Deliverance. The landlady recognises that I am a Jacquaire right away
and waxes lyrical about the new abri de pèlerins. I wax lyrical about a lunch of
smoked salmon with tartare, lime and a tomato/capsicum relish; chicken and
vegetables; strawberries and cream and a 25cl pichet (carafe) of red wine for
under 11€.
After lunch I pay my 10€ and collect the key to the refuge from the Mairie. The
refuge is centrally located with six beds and is squeaky clean. You can get an
idea of the popularity of this route from the refuge guest book: 2010 - 6 pilgrims;
2011 - 27; 2012 - 24. I am No 6 for 2013. The Mayor drops by to pin up a notice
recommending a nearby bakery for breakfast.
Antrain abri de pelerins
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Next morning after breakfast at the
nearby bakery I stroll along the very
pleasant GR39 to Tremblay where the
church of St Martin is open. I go inside
and the man who has been cleaning
shakes me by the hand, gives me a leaflet history of the church, tells me that
the retablo has a twin in England but he
doesn’t know where, shows me how to
switch the lights off and leaves. I continue through Romazy, partly on Roman
roads, to my destination for the day of
Page 12

Sens-de-Bretagne. Here the streets
are full of people waving flags,
marching and brass bands: it is WWII
Victory Day and everything is closed.
L’Auberge de la Tourelle has a notice
in the window: Restaurant Complet. I
go inside and it is clearly laid out for a
group lunch to follow the celebrations
outdoors. But my luck is in! There is a
room and the patronne will feed me
in an alcove outside the kitchen, will
put a plate in the fridge for my dinner
and provide breakfast. She also makes
a phone call to book me a room in
Betton for the next day; quelle ange.
Thursday dawns bright, clear and
cold. The route follows farm roads
and tracks passing a picturesque étang
(small lake) at Andouillé-Neuville
which also has a beautiful, locked
church. I manage to reach St-Medard-s
-Ille before the shops close and so
there is baguette, terrine and wine
for lunch by the canal. Here
I join the Canal d’Ille et Rance which I
Above: Sens de Bretagne
will follow all the way to Rennes. The
Below: Canal d’Ille et Rance
canal was built in the early 19th century to transport freight from Rennes to the Channel port of St-Malo. Nowadays it
transports holiday makers, accommodates fisherpeople and is a Green Route for
walkers and cyclists. Reaching Betton I leave the canal to find my hotel which is
about 1 km out of town. It is an hotel, restaurant and bar and is very run down.
Nothing is quite clean, the glasses filmy. However the food is good and the bed
comfortable. I sleep very well.
Next morning after a good breakfast, Bernard the barman directs me to a path
leading to the canal which takes me to Rennes, capital of Brittany. Much of
Rennes was destroyed by a disastrous fire in 1720, started accidentally by a
drunken carpenter. Not much of the medieval city remains and I did not plan to
spend time there. Here I get lost for the first time on this trip. How? Didn’t you
have a map? It was because of the map and my assumptions about it that I got
lost. In my guide the map occupies pages 32 and 33; there is no North indicator
and the previous map had South at top. I assume that I am entering Rennes on
page 32 bottom left and leaving page 33 top right. WRONG! I ask a guy for directions to the youth hostel and he sends me back the way I have come. I am deeply
distrustful, cannot get my head around this, retrace my steps, find the hostel
which I hadn’t previously seen because I wasn’t expecting it to be there, had a
lightbulb moment and realised what had happened.
Page 13
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I leave Rennes following the river Vilaine which has been canalised with locks.
Beautiful scenery, magnificent trees, picturesque étangs. Approaching the bridge
at Apigne I see a building with the red and yellow Pelforth beer sign. A bar?
A restaurant? Both? Open? Yes, the trifecta! Entrée is a buffet of salads, charcuterie, prawns, smoked salmon; main is chicken with potatoes, mushrooms, lardons in a chicken/mshroom sauce; dessert apple tart. I have a pichet of rosé,
cup of coffee and pay €12.30 for the lot.
After a fine lunch I continue along the riverside to Le Pont-Réan, my destination
for the day. Saturday, sunny but cool, feeling good and walking strongly along
the riverside. By midday I am at the canal lock opposite Bourg-des-Comptes, a
beautiful spot where a local confirms where I am.
“Vous allez loin?”
“Oui.”
“St-Jacques?”
“Oui.”
“Bon courage!”
All of a sudden I find myself at the bridge leading to Pléchatel where I plan to
spend the night at Auberge de la Plage. The proprietor has a room for me, but
the restaurant is closed for renovations but I can have lunch with the family and
a plate for dinner. Fortunately his sister speaks English very well. Chicken liver
paté, green salad, onion jam; pork cheeks in red sauce with potato cakes gratin;
apple tart – fabulous – with caramel; rosé.
Above: Near Plechatel
Below: Langon Chapelle St-Agathe
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The Auberge is by the river and has a
large terrace overlooking the water. A
fine place to drink wine and daydream,
which is what I do. Another day on the
river, sunny and cool, reaching Guipry
by lunch time. Here there is a beautiful
chapel, ND-du-Bon-Port, le Port,
Messac et la-Vilaine. The old girl
protects them from floods and other
disasters. The waymarked route is different from the guidebook route, following the river more closely and adding km. A few small boats and lots of
weekenders. Between Pont-de-Roche
and Langon, my destination, the waymarking is inadequate and confusing
but I get there. I enter Langon on the
D56 and start looking for an hotel. Near
the imposing church is a small bar. I
ask a man sitting outside if there is an
hotel. He doesn’t know but goes into
the bar to find out. A woman comes
bursting out:
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“St-Jacques?”
“Oui”
“Il y a un gite de pèlerins. C’est
fermé, mais j’ai les clefs et le
tampon.”
I had chanced on the bar where the
keys and stamp for the pilgrim
refuge I didn’t know about were
kept. Time for a beer; Belgian beer
is often available on tap in this part
of France. Across the road is the
delightful Chapelle St-Agathe. It is
locked. I have the refuge to myself.
Nantes-Brest canal

Monday and I am still on the river Vilaine which takes me to Redon where the
tourist office fixes me up with a bed in the gite de pèlerins located in the Convent des Calvairiennes. Here I meet two English ladies of uncertain age who are
cycling to Spain. I walk back to town to have a look around the old part and visit
St-Saveur abbey which is part Romanesque and part Gothic, having a tower
which is separated from the church due to a serious fire in the 17th century.
I run into the two English ladies and have a few drinks with them. They are sisters who share a flat with one of their ex-husbands. There is a fourth bedroom
so the other ex-husband may join them to escape his disastrous second marriage
to a much younger woman. The ladies are frank, foul-mouthed and hilarious.
After an excellent night’s sleep I follow the Nantes – Brest canal all day. This is
not the route described by my guidebook and for a time I am not sure I am going
the right way, but a randonneur heading the opposite way tells me to stick to
the canal, so I do. Lots of big trees, giant herons, small dilapidated shacks (for
bird watching?) the odd small boat and a beautiful small chapel to St-Jacques.
At Guenrouet the gite is next to the canal. I get the key from the Mairie, buy
some food and wine and return to the gite as it starts to rain. The gite is small
but comfortable with a heater.
It is still raining when I get up and head for the village for my favourite breakfast of coffee and pain de raisin known as caracol in Spain. Once again a day
following the canal except for a short stretch between Ecruse la Touche and
Bougard where I have lunch: self-serve buffet of crudité (raw veg) and charcuterie (cold pork meats, salami etc); rabbit in mushroom sauce, salad and chips;
cheese plate; pichet of vin rouge - 14€. I roll into Blain where the Tourist Office
phones the gite where I get the last bed; the rest have been booked by a group
of walkers. The gite is close to the Chateau la Groulais and I get a room to myself. Monsieur Gite gives me a beer and a map and tells me of an alternative
route for the next day to Nantes. This is a more direct route than that described
in my guide and will save me a day.
The plan is to spend most of the day on a disused railway, making a detour
between stations at Notre-Dame-des-Landes and Vigneux to avoid large areas of
Page 15
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Above: Blain Chateau la Groulais
Right: Nantes Cathedral

deep mud on the track. An early start, before it is quite light and I immediately go the
wrong way, which is good because I come
across a café which is open and so have
breakfast.
The route alternates between beautiful and horrible. I miss the railway station
and do the mud, acres of it, but fortunately not quite boot deep. The final 5km
into Nantes is along the river. It is a long day, 38 km and I am tired and hungry.
I have trouble finding the tourist office as it has moved, but after asking a man
who sends me to the town hall which directs me to the new office near the chateau, I get there. As usual, the officer is very helpful and soon books me into an
hotel, opposite which is an Irish pub: I can’t resist.
Nantes used to be the capital of Brittany, but regional boundaries were redrawn
during WWII and it is now in Pays de la Loire. Being tired, I have no real enthusiasm for it, but head for the Gothic cathedral of St-Pierre et St-Paul where the
tomb of Francois II and his second wife Marguerite de Foix is located. The statues
of the couple are exquisite. I would not have been unduly surprised if Francois’s
statue had asked me to get him a drink. Highlight of the day. I had been recommended the Brasserie La Cigale for dinner which is something of a landmark in
Nantes but too pricey for me. Had a horrible burger and chips instead. I should
have gone to the kebab joint next to my hotel!
Friday and another long but pleasant day to Clisson. The waymarking, balisage, is
a bit dodgy at first, but I reach Chapelle St Jacques and from there it is good
until Vertou. This stretch is mostly riverside park. Unfortunately after Vertou the
waymarking goes haywire and I go around in circles until I hit the D59 where a
road sign, panneau, directs me to Fiacre which I reach in time for lunch. And a
very good lunch it was: buffet of charcuterie and crudités including prawns and
whelks; fish in mushroom sauce with spinach and boiled potatoes, white cheese
with strawberry; pichet of red - 11€. After lunch continue along D76 to Monnieres
and my destination Clisson.
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Despite being largely destroyed during the revolution, the town centre still has a
medieval layout complete with ruined castle and covered market. There is also
the 12th century Chapelle St Jacques which was closed. My guidebook describes a
complicated 19.4km route to Montaigue or I can skip along the D763 for 16km.
No brainer. And I get to see a 12th century Templar chapel just outside Clisson.
I have still got a bad cold from England and my shoulder hurts due to the
shoulder strap on my pack bunching. I haven’t experienced this before; it is the
only problem I have with the pack, a Salomon which I bought in Burgos the previous year when my Berghaus literally fell apart at the seams. On a more positive
note my feet and knees are in good shape.
Arriving in Montaigu quite early, the very helpful tourist office books me into an
hotel. Galletes (savoury pancakes, sort of) and a pichet of red for lunch,
followed by a stroll around town to view the ramparts and the very pleasant Parc
du Chateau. There is a Rue de St-Jacques heading out of town. There may have
once been a chapel or church nearby as there is a street Impasse de l’église and
a Cimitière St-Jacques currently being excavated and thought to be pre-10th
century.
The original plan for Sunday was to stop at St-Fulgent, 28.8km according to my
guide. By sticking to the N137 it is only 18km and so I arrive just after noon.
I had planned to stay at HR Les Colonnades, but a sign on the door tells me that
reception doesn’t open until 6pm. I continue another 15km to St-VincentSterlanges. All hotels en route are locked up. I put on my overtrousers and have a
beer. At St-Vincent I come across a weird sight, considering this is France: an
English-themed pub with a red telephone booth and a London taxi outside – the
Pub St-Vincent. Reception doesn’t open until 5pm. I phone and get an answering
machine, then peering through the window I see a woman in the bar. She opens
the door and I get a room, but the restaurant will be closed. I head for the bar to
drink beer. It is full of knickknacks from the 60s and 70s, notices advertising curry nights, Boddingtons on tap. La Patronne speaks excellent English. I remark on
the curry night and she asks me would I like a plate of curry? My oath I would!!
Normally she doesn’t open the bar on Sundays but luckily she has other guests
coming, otherwise I may not have
secured a room.
Monday: cold and raining. A short
walk to Chantonnay where almost
Left: Clisson
Below: Gallettes in Montaigu
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everything is closed. Highlight of the
day is a merguez sausage sandwich
from a Turkish kebab joint. Next day
I suit up for the wet weather and head
along the D31 to La Caillère. The
church in Chantonnay is open as are
several
others
along
the
way;
St-Philbert, Jaudonnière, St-Hilaire-duBois and the heritage listed church at
La Caillère. Most seem to be originally
Romanesque but heavily rebuilt right
into the 19th century with little of the
original remaining. The road is quiet,
the landscape unexciting but pleasant
enough. I arrive in St-Laurent-de-laSalle, find the Mairie and ask for the
keys to the gite only to be told that it
closed for good four years ago: désolé.
But, no worries, the lady makes a
phone call booking me into a B&B in StCyr-des-Gâts only 3km away. The B&B
is excellent. There is a kitchen/lounge Mauze: Flat and agricultural landscape nearby (above) and St-Pierre (below)
with beer, wine and soft drinks and fast
foods, all marked with a price tag.
Blue skies greet me as I take the D23 to Sérigné and its Romanesque church, well
the Eastern façade is (mostly). Next the delightfully named Pissotte followed by
Orbrie where I somehow get lost. A lovely elderly lady tries to give me directions
to St-Michel-le-Clucq with its impressive church which I eventually find, then
muddle through to Xanton where I miss the church but not the bar. And there I
meet another pèlerin, Jean Luc who is
Nieul-sur-l’Autise heading for St-Jean-d’Angely. We walk
together to Nieul-sur-l’Autise, birthplace of Eleanor of Aquitaine, find the
Mairie, collect the keys to the refuge
de pèlerin and are taken there. There
are only two cots which is no good for
Jean Luc as he is meeting his cousin. He
wanders off leaving the refuge to me.
I wander around the village, find the
famous Romanesque Abbaye-St-Vincent
with its grand nave with skewed
columns and a nearby bar, Le Cloître.
I eat in for a change.
The cot was surprisingly comfortable!
After returning the keys to the Mairie I
follow the guidebook route until it joins
AFotC Newsletter #8 March 2014
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the D25 at La Porte de l’Ile. I continue to Maillezais with its ruined abbey and
fabulously restored Romanesque église St-Nicolas. Lunch at Bar/Rte Le Marais in
Damvix: tuna torte; chicken and rice; lemon tarte; 50cl pichet - 11€. The road is
closed at the entrance to Arcais, but no problem for pedestrians. There are lots
of canals, boats and bicycles. This area used to be a bay; draining started in the
13th century. St-Hilaire-la-Palud, a very comfortable B&B and an interesting
dinner of eels in a Bourgignon-style sauce.
Sunny but cold, today’s destination is Surgères, but first I brave the D101 to
Mauzé where I meet Jean Luc again. He is with another pilgrim, Didier from
Britany. They go to St-Jean-d’Angely tomorrow. Eglise St-Pierre in Mauzé is
interesting. The original was built in 1080. During the religious wars it was much
knocked about and after a huge fire in 1568 all that remained was the lateral
walls. The columns in the nave and choir collapsed. It was rebuilt in 1682 and
restored in the 1960s. From the outside it looks a bit of a dog’s breakfast, but
I like it. Taking the D911 was a mistake: I should have followed the guide book. It
is a busy road and I trudge through the rain being blown about by the backdraft
from trucks. I arrive Surgères in time for lunch (herring salad; steak, salad and
chips; apple tart, coffee and pichet - 18€. The Tourist office finds me
accommodation for both today and tomorrow. The most interesting monuments
are centrally located and surrounded by ramparts built in the 12th or 16th century, depending on what you read. These ramparts are what is left of the castle.
The highlight for me is the church of Notre-dame-de Surgères with its expansive
Romanesque façade.
Sunny Saturday is a day of churches: Vandré, St-Crepin, Tonnay-Boutonne and
Archingeay. Finally the charming village of St-Savinien situated on a hill on the
banks of the Charente, unusual in this generally flat landscape. The church of
St-Savinien dominates the skyline. Manage to get lost trying to find the church
then my hotel, but all is well in the end. There is nobody at the hotel when I
arrive, but a note with a phone number tells me what to do. After checking in I
wander about and find the tourist office. The
lady tries hard to find accommodation for me
Left: Saintes; Right: St-Eutrope, Saintes
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near Sablonceux. There is an abbey and there may be pilgrim accommodation…
The hotel does soirée d’étape, so I get dinner (salad with géziers - gizzards,
either chicken or duck, not sure which - and duck; pork in mustard sauce with
potatoes and beans; apple crumble; pichet) and breakfast.
A shortish day to Saintes. In a bar on the way I am told that there is a special
place for pilgrims to sleep; I should follow signs to the old city and then
St-Eutrope. On the way in I see a signpost with reference to halte de pèlerin and
so I do as I am told, follow the signs which firstly take me to the Arc de Germanicus, a Roman triumphal arch near the tourist office which is closed, it being
Sunday. There are racing bicycles everywhere as this is the finishing place for a
triathlon. I continue following signs across the bridge and eventually find myself
at the fabulous St-Eutrope, a UNESCO World Heritage site with one of the largest
Romanesque crypts in Europe. Another significant attraction, not far from
St-Eutrope, is the Roman amphitheatre, originally holding 15,000 spectators and
long used as a quarry for building materials. Also close to the church is a pilgrim
refuge, managed by the Association Saintaise des Chemins de St-Jacques de la
Charente-Maritime. There are 6 beds and the cost is 8€. And I get to talk to
some other pilgrims, two French women walking the Paris/Tours route. Dinner is
a very ordinary onion bhaji; lamb biryani at the restaurant Punjab.
Top: ND-de-Surgeres
Bottom: St-Savinien
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An early start and fortunately the
superette is open. I am making for
Sablonceaux and its famous abbey,
hoping to find accommodation there.
On the way I take a small detour to
Corme Royal to view (you guessed it!)
the wonderful Romanesque église
St-Nazaire. As usual the church
displays a number of styles, largely
Gothic but the façade is original. Close
by is the very attractive hotel
restaurant, Les Acacias, where I rest
for a time, have a beer and talk to the
patronne who is English. It is tempting
to stay the night here as there is a very
calm vibe. I decide to continue and
stop briefly at Nancras to eat the food
I bought earlier in Saintes. The abbey
at Sablonceaux is quite impressive. The
shop is closed when I arrive, indeed
there doesn’t seem to be anybody
about except for a small group of women who have an air of being on retreat.
The church is open. I have a choice:
wait for the shop to open and enquire
about accommodation, or continue to
Saujon where I have been told there is
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a B&B. In fact, when I visit the tourist
office I find that there are five hotels.
I check into Hotel La Thermalia in
Place de l’église. The original church,
incidentally, was destroyed by the
English in around 1415. Dinner at the
hotel: 6 oysters; duck maigret (thinly
sliced) in pepper sauce with good
chips; cheese plate, fruit salad; pichet
of red - 27€. This is the first time I
have eaten oysters in France and they
are very good… but Sydney rock
oysters are better!

St-Radegonde, Talmont

Only 13km to Royan where I will take the ferry across the river Gironde. I arrive
early which gives me the chance to make a side trip to Talmont. Those of you
who watch Global Village on SBS may have seen the series on the French coast
from the air. One episode featured Talmont with its imposing church by the
river. I had to visit it! At the tourist office I am booked into an hotel and given
directions on how to get to Talmont. It is 16km from Royan and I can take bus 25
to Meschers which is 5km from Talmont.
Talmont was on the route to Santiago in the middle ages. This is where pilgrims
were ferried across the Gironde. The small town still has its medieval layout. It
was built in 1284 by Edward 1, Duke of Aquitaine and King of England. The town
is dominated by the magnificent church of St-Radegonde who was queen of the
Franks in the 6th century. Very few tourists when I arrive though I am told that
in summer it is packed. It is a delightful village but much given to tourist tatt
and artisan produce. The church does not disappoint! I take lots of photos but
my camera is playing up: when I switch it on it vibrates and makes bee noises.
Back in Royan I buy a new camera and visit the cathedral, built between 1952
and 1956 to replace the original which was destroyed by allied bombing in WWII.
It is constructed from concrete and is
big. It can be seen from quite a
distance - I could see it half way from
Saujon - I wasn’t sure whether it was a
church or a grain silo. Dinner of mussels
in roquefort sauce (yum) and a pichet 15€. Tomorrow I take the ferry across
the river and into Darkest France.
(To be continued…)
Andrew Judd (NSW)

Royan
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DVD/CD "EL CAMINO ES LA META": MÚSICA PARA EL CAMINO DE SANTIAGO
We have received information about a
beautiful new music DVD-cum-CD,
published last year, from Jose Ignacio
Hernandez Toquero in Spain
[jihtoquero@gmail.com].
His music is dedicated to the Way of St
James and he is filmed playing with his
son Gabriel and other musicians and singers in wonderful places along the Camino.
This new edition contains a DVD & a new edition of the original CD, with
improvements and additions in its 20 tracks (songs and instrumentals), as
well as a new booklet. Currently it is only available in English/Spanish.
Listed is a sample of new songs with Teresa, singer, violinist and
author of the texts of these songs.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_detailpage&v=Z0UBWE9cDtM http://www.youtube.com/
watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=zhkGVCgoGEQ http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=52YfAyQcwSo&feature=player_detailpage
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Ihe_Rw3Ar3c&feature=player_detailpage http://www.youtube.com/
watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=Bow06bzXegs http://
www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=0gLdZUSlALQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?

Shakespeare's Ophelia,
Ophelia
(Hamlet)
(Hamlet
alludes to the main symbols of
the Santiago pilgrimage—
the scallop shell and staff.
She sings:

How should I your true love know
From another one?
By his cockle hat and staff,
And his sandal shoon.
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MORE ON BEDBUGS!
I would like to share a hint found useful for dealing with bed bugs and the treatment of bed bug
bites. Firstly, before leaving Australia I treat my
sleeping bag, sleeping bag liner, pillowcase, backpack & boots with Permethrin (Debugger),
available from many camping places.
I ensure everything is packed into my backpack at
Bed bugs are parasitic insects
night ie don't leave clothes hanging over the beds.
This way your gear is protected from bed bugs and of the cimicid family that feed
exclusively on blood. Cimex
you won’t carry them with you. When I was
lectularius, the common bed
bitten from lying on top of my sleeping bag in
bug, is the best known as it
the middle of the afternoon, I applied Cold Sore
prefers to feed on human
Cream (active ingredient Acyclovir) as soon as I
blood.The name is derived
from its preferred habitat:
noticed the bites. Acyclovir is anti-viral and seems
to stop the bite from developing the horrible watery warm houses and especially
nearby or inside of beds and
blisters which can easily become infected. I also
bedding or other sleep areas.
take an anti-histamine to reduce the itchiness
Bed bugs are mainly active at
which leads to scratching.
night and usually feed on their
hosts without being noticed. In

In 2012 the municipal albergue in Boadilla was
the early 1940s, they were
closed for 3 days, usually a sign of
mostly eradicated in the developed world, but have increased
debugging being undertaken. We subsequently
in prevalence since 1995
stayed in a private albergue filled to over-flowing…
(Wikipedia).
It was there I was bitten - the girl on the bunk above
actually awoke and saw the bed bugs in her bed!
Nola Vulling (VIC)

Nola also sent us (above) this pilgrim sign
seen in Switzerland! And here’s one from
outside Chartres Cathedral in France!
Send in your photos and hints to the editor:
bell.alison*optusnet.com.au
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UN CRUCIGRAMA SOBRE SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA Y PEREGRINACIÓN
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12

13
14
16

15

17

18
19
20

21
22

23

24

25
26

27

Across
2. Which Square has a fountain with leaping horses?
5. “There's no discouragement/...To ___ a pilgrim” (John Bunyan, 1684)
7. Santiago Cathedral's pilgrim mass is ___ noon.
8. Kings were ___ in Santiago cathedral in 11&12thC.
10. “Give me my scallop shell of quiet/My gown of
glory/Hope's ___ gauge...” (Sir Walter Raleigh, 1603)
12. Legend says a hermit saw lights showing where
St James's bones ___.
13. In which Square is the Holy Door located?
16. The Cathedral's major facade overlooks which
Square?
18. Some poor people ___at the Cathedral's
entrance.
19 Raxoi Palace has six ___columns topped by a
triangular pediment.
20. Former monastery, ___ Martiño Pinario, is now
a museum.
22. The Portica de la Gloria has ___ arches.
23. Medieval pilgrims sometimes took years to reach
their ___.
26. In Santiago ___ (pilgrims) meet others who
walked with us.
27 Pilgrims follow the way that ___ taught.
28. The Cathedral's bells were ___ by Al-Mansur in
997 AD.
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28
Down
1. Traditional artisans of Santiago are silversmiths
and carvers of ___.
2. Time spent on the route is the important ___
of pilgrimage.
3. An ___ facilitates the circulation of pilgrims in
the Cathedral.
4. Santiago is surrounded by ___ landscapes.
5. The Cathedral has a ___ facade.
6. Spanish national railway network.
9. Life itself is a pilgrimage; we’re all on The ___.
11. Pope Julius II recognised Santiago University
in the ___ century.
14. Casa ___ has Gothic architecture, & houses a
museum of pilgrimages.
15. Azabachería/Immaculada Square is on the ___
side of the Cathedral.
17. Hostal dos ___ Católicos , was formerly a
hospital for pilgrims (Gallego spelling)
20. Santiago has much rainfall, but ___ is rare.
21. The ___ of Jesse has the imprint where pilgrims have touched it.
24.”Set ___! /You were born for the road/The
pilgrims' road” (Anonymous)
25. Meeting others ___ vital to pilgrimage.

Sue Burrows (SA)
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